10 Tips to keep your hand baggage

In Iberia we believe the important thing is not the destination.

What is truly important is the trip. With everything that happens Before, During and After your flight.

The following manual contains essential advice to improve your experience from the Before. Because if you start on the right foot, the whole experience is likely to be much better.

Start to enjoy your Iberia Experience.
Find out what types of packs are considered hand baggage and how you can change them so that they can go in the cabin with you during the flight.

1. **Measure and weigh your suitcase at home.**
   Remember that the standard measurements are 56x40x25 cm. The maximum weight allowed is 10 kg for Tourist or Premium Tourist and 14 kg for Business. If your packages exceed the measurements or weight, they will have an additional charge when they become checked baggage.

2. **Divide your liquids into containers.**
   You can carry onboard with you the maximum amount of one litre in containers of up to 100 ml each. This regulation does not apply to products purchased in the boarding area.

3. **Prepare clear plastic bags.**
   You will prevent restricted items from being taken from you if you put them in zip-close bags with a maximum capacity of 1 litre.

4. **Some food and other items are permitted.**
   If you are taking food for a baby or medication you will be able to carry them onboard without any problem. Just make sure you have the prescription or a note from your doctor for medication.

5. **Organise your baggage if you are going to check it.**
   Only include the things you really need in your hand baggage and check larger items.

6. **Check the measurements of your hand baggage.**
   You can use the gauges at the check-in areas prior to boarding.

7. **Objects you take with you go through the security clearance.**
   Remember you will have to put metal objects, electronic equipment, coats and other items as specified by the personnel onto the plastic trays.

8. **You can take products purchased in the boarding area onboard with you.**
   All these items are valid as they have passed through the airport’s safety measures.

9. **Aircraft products are hand baggage.**
   And if you do not consume them immediately we recommend you open them when your trip has ended.

10. **Do not carry other people’s baggage.**
    Enjoy a safe flight starting by taking your own safety precautions.

If you need further advice or information, consult [www.iberia.com](http://www.iberia.com).

We hope you have a great flight experience.
Enjoy your Iberia experience.